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AWO Siegen workshops get their first workplace with
ELAM

With the ELAM 5 new generation assistance system, people with

physical and mental disabilities in the AWO Siegen workshops

can grow beyond their previous abilities. At a new workstation

from Armbruster Engineering they are guided and supported by

ELAM and so they are able to take more complex tasks. That

strengthens self-confidence and expands the work possibilities of

many employees in the workshops.

Bremen, July 2022

The target

Already after the one-day administrator training, the specialists for
labour and vocational promotion began to set up their own work
instructions. The AWO will use ELAM for packaging processes for
material accessories. And after only 3 weeks of using the Armbruster
Engineering Standard workstation, it is clear: it cannot remain with just
one workstation! "The educational benefit is significant for the entire
workshop," says the project manager of the AWO workshops, Mr
Schröder.

The project

Currently, crane controls are assembled at only one workstation so far,
which requires a complex and precise work sequence. The ELAM
system guides the workers step by step through the assembly process,
thus ensuring safety. Because different employees are working at this
workstation, the ELAM Desk Manager makes it possible for each
individual to work ergonomically. As soon as the employee logs in with
an individual programmed key, the desk moves to the correct working
height and the workstations LED light adjusts itself. This makes
ergonomic working possible, especially for wheelchair users.
Furthermore, a Kolver screwdriving control was connected to the
ELAM system. This allows screwdriving processes to be carried out
with repeat accuracy and documented in a QM-compliant manner.
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